The Liikuntamaa outdoor exercise park can be accessed from Kaakkuri via the Oulunlahdentie (road 815) and Pirttilämmintie roads. The address is Pirttilämmintie, 90420 Oulu. You can also find it by searching for “Iinatti Bike Park” on Google Maps. Distance to the Oulu city centre is about 10 kilometres. The nearest bus stops are Kuukkelitie P and Kivistuskunkuja P, which are about a one-kilometre walk away. The route starts at the Liikuntamaa parking area.

The cycling route in the area is a diverse winter biking destination favoured by cyclists. The bike track is kept in shape by frequent levelling during the winter months. The winter track is mainly meant for mountain biking and fatbiking. The terrain is diverse, hilly and contains both easy and intermediate paths.

The track is mostly 60 cm wide, driven flat with a snowmobile. Please take note of others and follow the principles of trash-free camping when moving on the track. Moving on the path is at one’s own risk and responsibility.

The new, lighted routes combine the Iinatti track with the Kempele trail network. The trails operate as ski tracks during the winter. In addition, a dog ski track of 5 km leaves from Liikuntamaa.

Liikuntamaa has hiking stairs stretching over 100m in length, and a large outdoor gym. There are about 14 kilometres worth of varying difficulty mountain bike trails in the area. The trails are also used by runners, but the hilly sections are for mountain bikers only. The old and out-of-use karting track acts as a roller skate and roller ski track, as well as a training area for FPV drone enthusiasts. The area is also equipped with new asphalt and turf tracks for RC car racing.
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